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Abstract. Let A be a C*-algebra with an identity. Consider the completed

tensor product A®A of A with itself with respect to the minimal or the

maximal C*-tensor product norm. Assume that A: A —>A®A is a non-zero

•-homomorphism such that (A ® t)A = (i ® A)A where / is the identity map.

Then A is called a comultiplication on A . The pair (A, A) can be thought of

as a 'compact quantum semi-group'.

A left invariant Haar measure on the pair (A , A) is a state <p on A such

that (i ® <p)A(a) = (p{a)\ for all a € A . We show in this paper that a left

invariant Haar measure exists if the set A(A)(A ® 1) is dense in A® A . It is

not hard to see that, if also A(A)(\ ® A) is dense, this Haar measure is unique

and also right invariant in the sense that (if ® i)A(a) = <p(a)\ .

The existence of a Haar measure when these two sets are dense was first

proved by Woronowicz under the extra assumption that A has a faithful state

(in particular when A is separable).

1. Introduction

Let A be a C*-algebra. Consider the completion A® A of the tensor product
of A with itself with respect to the minimal or the maximal C*-tensor product

norm. A *-homomorphism A of A into the multiplier algebra M (A® A) of

A® A is called a comultiplication if it is non-degenerate (that is, if A(A)(A®A)

is dense in A® A) and if it satisfies the coassociativity rule (A® i)A = (/ <g> A)A,
where i denotes the identity map. Remark that the maps A ® i and i ® A
have unique extensions from A® A to A® A by continuity and to M (A® A)

because A is non-degenerate.

If A is abelian, then A can be identified with the C*-algebra Co(C7) of
continuous complex functions tending to 0 at infinity on a locally compact

space G. We can identify A® A with Cq(G x G) and M (A® A) with the
C*-algebra of bounded continuous complex functions on G x G. The comulti-

plication A defines a multiplication on G by f(st) = (Af)(s, t) because A is

non-degenerate. The multiplication is associative because A is coassociative.

Therefore, when A is any C*-algebra, we think of a pair (A, A) as a 'locally

compact quantum semi-group'. In general, it is not yet clear what the extra

conditions on A must be in order to have a 'locally compact quantum group'.

These conditions must be such that a nice theory can be developed along the
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lines of the theory of locally compact groups. The crucial point is the existence

and uniqueness of (the equivalent of) the Haar measure.

In recent years, progress has been made on this project. First of all, there

is the important work of Woronowicz on the compact case ([6] and [7]). Re-

cently, also the discrete case has been studied (see [1], [4] and [5]). The finite-

dimensional case is also well understood [3].

In all cases, the density of the spaces A(A)(A®1) and A(A)(l®A) in A® A
appears as a natural condition. This is no surprise; in the case A = Co(C7), this

condition is equivalent to the cancellation property in G. Furthermore, it is

known that a compact semi-group with cancellation is a group [2]. And G is

compact if and only if A has an identity.

As it turns out, if (A, A) is a pair of a C*-algebra A with an identity

and a comultiplication A satisfying the above density conditions, then there

exists a unique Haar measure, that is, a state tp on A such that (<p ® i)A(a) =

(i ® <p)A(a) = f(a)l for all a £ A. Although there are cases where this Haar

measure is not faithful, enough properties can be proven so that the pair (A, A)
deserves the name 'compact quantum group'.

The theory of compact quantum groups was developed by Woronowicz in [6]

and [7] where he also proves the existence of the Haar measure if A admits

a faithful state. In this note, we show that this condition is not necessary. In

fact, we prove a result that is slightly more general. We show that there is a left

Haar measure if the set A(A)(A ® 1) is dense in A® A. It is not necessarily
unique. Of course, it will be unique and also right invariant if also A(,4)(l ® A)
is dense. It should be mentioned that the proof basically uses the techniques

that also were used by Woronowicz.

2. The main result

Let A be a C*-algebra with identity. Let A be a comultiplication on A.

We will use the product of bounded linear functionals on A defined by

(wiw2)(a) = (wi ® w2)A(a)

when a £ A and Wi, w2 £ A*.

2.1 Lemma. Let œ be a state on A. Then there is a state q> such that <po) =

toy = (p.

Proof. Define
1 -,

con = -(œ + œ1 + --- + co").
n

Then ton is a state for all n. Consider a weak *-limit point tp of the sequence

(con). It is still a state because A has an identity. As

\\œnco-œn\\ = -\\œn+x-œ\\<-,

we get in the limit <pco — <p . Similarly axp = (p .   D

The above argument is standard; see e.g. [6] and [7]. Also for the following

result, we use the techniques of [6] and [7].
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2.2 Lemma. Assume that A(A)(A ® I) is dense in A® A. Let œ and <p be
states such that axp = <p . If p £ A* and 0 < p < a>, then also p<p = p(l)<p .

Proof. Let a £ A and define b = (i ® <p)A(a), where again i denotes the

identity map on A . Then

(/ ® co)A(b) = (i ® o)(p)A(a) = (i® (p)A(a) = b.

So

(i ® o))((A(b) -b® l)*(A(b) -b®l))

= (i® co)A(b*b) + b*b -(i® co)(A(b*)(b ®l))-(i® w)((b* ® l)A(b))

= (i®co)A(b*b)-b*b.

Now, take any state y/ such that y/u> = y/. Such a state exists by Lemma 2.1.

If we apply y/ to the above equation we will get

(y/ ® w)((A(b) -b® l)*(A(b) - b ® 1)) = 0.

By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality we get

(y/ ® œ)((c® d)(A(b) -b®l)) = 0

for all c, d £ A. If we now use that b = (i ® <p)A(a), we get

(V/ ® <y ® (p)((c®d® 1)(A® i)A(a)) = o)(d)(y/ ® <p)((c® l)A(a)).

Now
(c®d® l)(A®i)A(a) = (c®d® l)(i ® A)A(a)

= (1 ®d® l)(i® A)((c® l)A(a)).

By assumption, linear combinations of elements of the form (c ® l)A(a) are

dense in A® A. So we can, in the above equality, replace (c® l)A(a) by 1 ®q .

Then we obtain

(y/ ® o) ® <p)((l ® d ® \)(i ® A)(l ®q)) = co(d)(y/ ® <p)(l ® q)

and so, because ^(1) = 1, we get

(co ® <p)(d ® l)A(q) = (o(d)tp(q)

for all d, q £ A .
Now consider the G.N.S. construction for a>.  Let £0 be the cyclic vector

and n the representation. Denote r = (1 ® (p)A(q). Then we find

(n(r)S0,7c(d*)to) = <l>(q)(Ço,it(d*)ïo)-

Because this is true for all d, we get

(n(r)^,0 = <p(Q)(^o,0

for all vectors ^. Now, because 0 < p < œ, there is a vector Ç so that

p(x) = (n(x)tlo,i) for all x. Hence p(r) = (p(q)p(l). But p(r) = (p<p)(q).
And because this is true for all q, we get ptp - p(l)y>. This completes the

proof.   D

The main result follows easily by using a compactness argument.
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2.3 Theorem. If A is a C* -algebra with identity and A a comultiplication on

A such that A(A)(A ® 1) is dense in A® A, then there is a state <p so that

ptp = p(l)<p for all p £ A*.

Proof. For any œ > 0, define

Ka = {<P £ A* | <p is a state and axp = a>(l)tp}.

This is a compact subset of A* for the weak *-topology. It is non-empty
because of Lemma 2.1. By Lemma 2.2 we have that Ku ç Kp when 0 < p < a>.

It follows that KWl+0)2 ç Kw¡ n KW2 for any pair of positive linear functionals

a>i, a>2. Therefore the intersection of all Km is non-empty. This proves the

result.   D

If A is a C*-algebra with identity and A(a) = 1 ® a for all a, then A is a
comultiplication and A(A)(A®1) is dense in A® A trivially. In this case, every

state is a left Haar measure. In the abelian case, this corresponds to the semi-

group with the product st = t for all s, t. In this case of course, A(^)( 1 ® A)

is no longer dense (except when A is trivial).

If also this set is dense, we easily get the following.

2.4 Theorem. If A isa C* -algebra with identity and A a comultiplication such

that A(A)(A ® 1) and A(^4)(l ® A) are dense in A® A, then there is a unique

state <p so that ptp = tpp = p(l)y> for all p £ A*.

Proof. By the previous theorem we know that there is a state <p such that

ptp = p(l)(p for all p £ A*. Similarly, or by applying this theorem to the
opposite comultiplication A', obtained from A using the flip, there is a state

y/ such that y/p = p(l)y/ for all p £ A*. Then y/<p = <p by the first formula
and y/tp = y/ by the second formula. So y/ = <p and the result is proved.   D
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